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    	Do you want to discover what God has made you for and how you can be part of what He is doing in the world? Do you want to better understand the Bible and be equipped to lead others in worship and discipleship? LeTourneau University is the place where academics, spiritual formation, worship, and service are joined together to make a practical difference for the world.
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                                    Discovering Our Calling in the Life and Mission of God

The School of Theology and Vocation plays an important role in equipping the university to participate in God's mission of redemption in this world. Leading both students and faculty in thoughtful engagement between the Bible, academics, and spiritual formation,  the school facilitates faith integration and encourages the discovery of our unique callings.

The 12-hour Theology and Vocation Core gives every student the opportunity to think deeply about how spiritual life, academics, and work are interconnected. Students who want to dig even deeper can enrich their studies with our suite of minors. And those students who sense God calling them into fields of Christian ministry, pastoral care, cross-cultural missions or Christian education will get the training they need with one of our three majors: Scripture and Theology, Christian Ministry, and Theological Studies.  Whatever the course of study, our international and world-class faculty is here to encourage all LETU students to discover their purpose in life in the life and mission of God.

 

Student Experience In Biblical Studies & Christian Ministries

	Students explore how the triune nature of God informs and clarifies their understanding of the Christian life and the work of Christian ministry.
	Students learn how the Bible fits together as one unified narrative about God's mission and love for the world.
	Students deepen their skills in biblical interpretation and leadership.
	Students have the opportunity to experience faculty-led trips to the Middle East as part of the Physical Settings of the Bible course. Recent destinations have included Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Turkey, Italy and Greece.
	All of the full-time Biblical Studies and Christian Ministries faculty:
	Affirm a high view of Scripture, recognizing the truth and authority of God's Word.
	Have a Ph.D. in their fields and have ministry experience, so all the courses integrate practical application with rigorous academics.
	Have ministered in international contexts (e.g. Cuba, Chile, Costa Rica, Russia, Nigeria, Kenya, Scotland, and the Czech Republic).
	Have contributed to their fields through publications and conference papers.
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							Theology & Vocation at LETU: The Story of Stories, Built Into Your Vocational Calling

							Dreamers, Researchers, Creators, Inventors, Builders - No matter where you are in life, there is a place for you at The Christian Polytechnic University. Discover the School of Theology & Vocation at LeTourneau University. letu.edu/calling
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							Hear from Theology Students

							Hear students from LeTourneau's School of Theology & Vocation talk about their experience at The Christian Polytechnic University.
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							Welcome from Theology Dean Dr. Kelly Liebengood

							Dr. Kelly Liebengood, Dean of the School of Theology & Vocation, provides a snapshot of what the foundational study of faith looks like at LeTourneau University, and how it informs our loving, learning and living as a campus community.
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							The Passage Institute

							The Passage Institute for Youth and Theology equips youth and those who minister to youth for participation in God’s mission to reconcile and restore all creation through rigorous Christian study and the cultivation of Christian practices.
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							Dr. Pat Mays - Spiritual Life Spotlight

							Dr. Pat Mays, Campus Pastor at LETU, shares the heartbeat of LETU and what sets it apart from other universities, not only in quality of education but most importantly in demonstrating spiritual values.
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							Dr. Benjamin Johnson Honors College Spotlight
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                        Explore Programs of Study

                        The LeTourneau University School of Theology and Vocation offers degrees in Scripture and Theology, Christian Ministry, Theological Studies, and Bible and Ministry. Students can enrich their studies with our suite of minors or, for those who feel called, our full undergraduate sequences. 

                    

                
                                                                                                    
                    
                        Discover the Passage Institute

                        Equipping those who minister to youth for participation in God's mission through opportunities for rigorous Christian study and the cultivation of Christian practices.

                    

                
                                                                                                    
                    
                        Meet the Faculty

                        Whatever the course of study, our international and world-class faculty is here to encourage all LETU students to discover their purpose in life and the mission of God.
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